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THE PERFORMATIVE AESTHETICS OF SEB
Abstract The paper seeks to explain the perception of space in the SEB-
building in terms of performative aesthetics. The notion ‘performative 
aesthetics’ is a jont venture of many disciplines. The paper will outline but a 
few. 
After defining performative aesthetics, I introduce a methodology based on 
spatial situated perceptions. I will argue that the act of photographing enables 
to capture the performative aesthetics of space. The act of taking photos can 
be explained as perceptual and bodily reactions to the spatial environment. 
Thus it offers a perceptual and sensorial method to capture spatial affects and 
atmospheres. Whereas architectural drawings indicate formal aestehtics, 
photos captures spatial production, and how architecture is embodied, 
performed and experienced in situations. 
Finally, I will give a few examples of the performative aesthetics of the SEB 
building.  



WHAT IS PERFORMATIVE AESTHETICS?



WHAT IS PERFORMATIVE AESTHETICS?
Performative Aesthetics in urban space: 
Examination of the connections between the aesthetical, physical design and 
the experiences of space as well as the social life reacting to it.

Spatial aesthetics must be seen in relations and assemblages. 
It is relations and spatial assemblages affecting us. 



WHAT IS PERFORMATIVE AESTHETICS?
Erika Fischer Lichte: Wirkungsästhetik 
Aesthetics of effects
Contrasting performative aesthetics to formal aesthetics: 
However: “The aestehtics fuses with the non-aesthetical blurring the 
boundarries between the two. 
Questions the autonomy of art
Presence, rather than representation
Meaning is produced through perceptual and bodily effect



WHAT IS PERFORMATIVE AESTHETICS?
Nigel Thrift

“The world is made up of all kinds of things brought in to relation with one 
another by this universe of spaces and through a continuous and largely 
involuntary process of encounter.”

*Encounters

*Relations springs out of universes of spaces

*How these ecounters affect us



WHAT IS PERFORMATIVE AESTHETICS?
Gernot Böhme: Atmosphere

*In-between-ness of space  
*Zwischenmenchlichen situationen (2006:33)
*Aeshetics moves towards the social and the communicative

  









PERFORMATIVE AESTHETICS
* Situated and local: Depend on the circumstances.
* Relational and co-produced: Performative Aesthetics occur in spatial 
assemblages of various heterogenious elements.
* Felt through the body and the senses. They initiate cognitive processes
* Change according to time
* Can over time be comprehended into meaning, language and formal 
representations 



ANALYSING PERFORMATIVE AESTHETICS
How the multitude of spatial impressions affects social life







PHOTOGRAPHING: A PERFORMATIVE METHODOLOGY



PHOTOGRAPHING: A PERFORMATIVE METHODOLOGY
Ethnographic observation with a camera
Situated knowledge: takes into consideration time and place 
A go along-method: where you follow spatial flows and intuitions (Sarah 
Pink)
The mess and complexity of every day life and routines.
Capturing what affects you in the moment of influence







PHOTOGRAPHS
Indicate when you get affected by spatial aesthetics  
A representation of a perceptual process

Photographing enables to capture the performative aesthetics of space. 
How does the light influence the building, 
How does the architecture relate to the surroundings?
How do people inhabit space, how do they interact? how do they perform 
on stage?



CRITIQUE OF VISUAL METHODOLOGIES
Subjective
Embedded in space - not analytic objectivism
Emphazises the visual

...however it is a reaction of an synaesthetic experience.



SEB /LT PERFORMATIVE AESTHETICS

Lundgaard and Tranberg: architectural framing of 
 urbanity
A photographic capture of existing spatial qualities

* Window frames
* Viewpoints, A architectual framing of urban assemblages
*spatial differentiations and layers

*Atmosphere and light   



















...Representations of aesthetical experiences and spatial affects...



How can performative aesthetics contribute to a better understanding of 
spatial perception - and the social use of space?

SPATIAL PERCEPTION



Performative aesthetics offer an analytic approach to grasp the multiplicity 
of elements in spatial environments and how spatial relations affects us in 
various situations 

SPATIAL PERCEPTION



Performative aesthetics offer an analytic approach to grasp the multiplicity 
of elements in spatial environments and how space affects us in various 
situations 

SPATIAL PERCEPTION

Illustrate how architecture, urban design and planning initiatives are lived, 
performed and experienced in every day situations



THANKS!

For more on performative aesthetics and urban affects
http://kristinesamson.tumblr.com/
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